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Barnes and Noble: The New Family and College Experience  
Leading Book Retailer Transforms Stores Nationwide Planning for Completion By 2019  
 
New York, NY, November 14, 2016 /Montclair State University/ – Is your library too 
restricting and your home too noisy? What happens when you want to read but don’t know 
where to go? Did you ever think Barnes and Noble was an option? After outlasting former rival, 
Borders and becoming America’s leading book provider, Barnes and Noble has begun a 
structural campaign to further assist the public’s need for books, content, and comfort across all 
age groups. Just in time for the holiday season - starting at the end of 2016, Barnes and Noble 
is introducing a complete interior transformation and increased social media presence centered 
around connecting the general public to in-store activities and providing a safe, shared-space 
community where all age groups have the room to read, study, or converse with other 
book/media advocates. 
 
Our new community reading hub will enhance the in-store experience by providing more seating 
for the general public and electrical outlets as well as separate quiet rooms for intense study 
and reading. Each location will include assorted stylistic avenues of furniture and mood lighting 
to create a balanced medium between the living room and a library. Although the recent launch 
of B-Fest was successful in bringing in young adults from cities across the nation, the festival 
and in-store events can be promoted through social media on a higher scale. By using 
YouTube, we can host live video chats with authors as well as fan-made contests to enhance 
the audience’s experiences and draw in more publicity. Member blogs can also provide a 
platform where people can discuss and review their favorite books as well as offer 
recommendations.  
 
Barnes and Noble’s current objective effective immediately is to steadily restructure and convert 
stores across the nation to the new interior model by the end of 2019. Through our newly 
established social media presence store-to-store, updates and progress reports on locations 
around the country will be accessible to any viewer connected to our media outlets. In addition 
to these gradual changes, Barnes and Nobles will also extend their online book selection to 
accommodate the needs of college students and provide both rental and purchase avenues.  
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